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Review

We’ve covered several models of trade, but the empirics have been mixed

• Difficulties identifying goods with a technological comparative advantage

• Not clear whether predictions of H-O theory hold

Are there models of trade that have been relatively successful empirically?



Gravity

In physics, the equation giving the gravitational force 𝐹 between two objects is

𝐹 = 𝐺
𝑚1𝑚2

𝑟2

• 𝐺 is the gravitational constant, 𝑚1 and 𝑚2 are the masses of the objects, and 𝑟 is the distance 

between the centers of mass of the objects

• Gravity is proportional to the product of the masses divided by the squared distance between 

them



Gravity Models of Trade

Economists have adapted the gravity equation for predicting trade flows, the basic model is:

𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒𝛽0
𝑌𝑖

𝛽1 𝑌𝑗
𝛽2

𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝛽3

• 𝑋𝑖𝑗 is exports from country 𝑖 and 𝑗, 𝑌𝑖 and 𝑌𝑗 are the GDPs of the countries, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 is the distance 

between the countries, and the 𝛽’s are constants.

• For gravity regressions, we take the log of the above formula to get

log 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 log 𝑌𝑖 + 𝛽2 log 𝑌𝑗 − 𝛽3 log𝐷𝑖𝑗

• From which we can estimate the 𝛽 coefficients using OLS (these specific coefficients are 

typically all positive)



Predictions of Gravity Models of Trade

Trade data exhibits several features consistent with trade models.

In particular, the following relationships are predicted to be linear in logs:

• Larger countries should exhibit larger trade volumes

• Trade volumes should decrease with distance



Relationship between Trade Flows and Country Size

From Head and Mayer (2013)



Relationship between Trade Flows and Distance

From Head and Mayer (2013)



Gravity Applications

Gravity regressions can be extended by adding additional terms to the regression, for example:

• Shared language

• Colonial ties

• Existence of FTA

• Tariff levels

• Borders



Gravity Regressions: How Big is the Border

McCallum (1995) wanted to estimate the impact of international borders on trade flows

• Looked at trade flows between Canadian provinces and trade flows between Canadian 

provinces and states in the U.S.

• Estimated the following gravity regression

log 𝑋𝑖𝑗 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 log 𝑌𝑖 + 𝛽2 log 𝑌𝑗 − 𝛽3 log𝐷𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽4𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑌𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗

• where 𝐷𝑈𝑀𝑀𝑌𝑖𝑗 is 0 for trade between Canada and the U.S. and 1 for trade between Canadian 

provinces.

• McCallum found that the coefficient 𝛽4 was positive and statistically significant

• This indicates trade flows are significantly higher when an international border isn’t present



Gravity Regressions: How Big is the Border

From McCullum (1995)



Gravity Regressions: How Big is the Border

With the gravity estimates, McCallum could compare how much trade we would expect if there was 

no border between the U.S. and Canada to how much trade we observe

• In absence of borders, Ontario and Quebec should export 10x as much to California as to British 

Columbia

• In the data,  Quebec and Ontario export more than three times as much to British Columbia as to 

California

• Finds trade flows should be 22 times larger if no international borders

• Caveat: This is before NAFTA was passed, so there were tariffs for international trade

• Estimated border effects decrease as tariffs are lowered, but still remain high



Gravity Regressions: How Big is the Border

From McCullum (1995)



Map of North America

From McCullum (1995)



Canada and United States: Evolution of Trade & Tariffs

From McCullum (1995)



Trade Models with Gravity

Initially, there was no theory behind the use of gravity equations

• Models made intuitive sense, but otherwise, no theoretical reason to believe they should work

Anderson and van Wincoop (2003) showed that gravity equations could be derived from an 

Armington model

• Showed that a-theoretic gravity equations such as McCallum (1995) suffered from omitted 

variable bias.

• Finds much smaller, although still large, border effects compared to McCallum after taking the 

omitted variables into account.



An Armington Setup

• 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑁 countries; each country produces it‘s own country specific good

• Consumers consume a final good 𝑌𝑗, which is produced with a CES production function:

𝑌𝑗 = 

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝜇𝑖
𝑗
1−𝜎
𝜎 𝑐𝑖

𝑗
𝜎−1
𝜎

𝜎
𝜎−1

Where 𝜇𝑖
𝑗

determines country 𝑗‘s expenditure on goods from country 𝑖 and 𝜎 is the elasticity of  

substitution.

• Export prices are equal to the domestic price times a trade cost 𝑡𝑖
𝑗
:

𝑝𝑖
𝑗
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Armington Demand and Price Indices

• Can derive the CES price index (𝑃𝑗 such that 𝑃𝑗𝑈𝑗 = 𝐼𝑗) as:
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While in equilibrium the value of exports from country 𝑖 to country 𝑗 (𝑋𝑖
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Gravity Equation

Can derive the following regression for exports from 𝑖 to 𝑗

𝑋𝑖
𝑗
=
𝑌𝑖𝑌𝑗

𝒀𝑾
𝑡𝑖
𝑗

𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗

1−𝜎

Where 𝒀𝒘 ≔ σ𝑗=1
𝑁 𝑌𝑗, which is similar to the original most basic gravity equation

𝑋𝑖
𝑗
= 𝐺

𝑌𝑖𝑌𝑗

𝐷𝑖
𝑗

Where 𝐷𝑖
𝑗
= 𝑡𝑖

𝑗 𝜎−1
and 𝐺 = 𝑃𝑖𝑃𝑗
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Trade Costs and Distance

Trade costs are unobservable, so assume they are function of observables

𝑡𝑖
𝑗
= 𝑏𝑖

𝑗
𝑑𝑖
𝑗 𝜌

Where 𝑏𝑖
𝑗

indicates the tariff-equilvalent border barrier between 𝑖 and 𝑗, where 𝑏𝑖
𝑖 = 1 and 𝑑𝑖

𝑗
is the 

distance between the countries.  

• If only two countries: 𝑏𝑖
𝑗
= 𝑏1−𝛿𝑖𝑗 where 𝛿𝑖

𝑗
= 0 if 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and 𝛿𝑖

𝑖 = 1



Updated Gravity Regression

Estimate the following gravity regression on the Canadian/U.S. Province/State data:

log 𝐹𝑖
𝑗
≔ log

𝑋𝑖
𝑗

𝑌𝑖𝑌𝑗
= 𝑘 + 𝑎1 log 𝑑𝑖

𝑗
+ 𝑎2 1 − 𝛿𝑖

𝑗
− 𝟏 − 𝝈 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝑷𝒊 − 𝟏 − 𝝈 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝑷𝒋 + 𝜖𝑖

𝑗

• Where the price indices are the variables that were omitted by McCallum

• Note the price indices are not CPIs, but can be estimated jointly with the gravity equation by

𝑃𝑗
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Updated Gravity Results

Anderson and Van Wincoop find a much smaller impact of border on trade flows

• Can only estimate 1 − 𝜎 𝜌 and 1 − 𝜎 log 𝑏, so border effect depends on unidentified elasticity 

parameter, but can plug in plausible elasticity estimate 𝜎 = 5 and examine sensitivity.

• With a multicountry specification, the estimated effects further decrease



Updated Border Effects

From Anderson and Van Wincoop (2013)

Borders estimated to 
reduce trade by 44%, not 
by 95% as in McCullum



Distance vs Trade Costs

Asturais (2018) examines relationship between distance and port-to-port shipping costs

• Find almost zero correlation between the two

• Find a negative correlation between shipping costs and amount of trade

• Countries that trade more are serviced by more shipping companies and employ more 

efficient technology.

• Welfare gains from trade liberalization increase after taking into account endogenous 

shipping costs



Distance vs Trade Costs

Asturais (2018) examines relationship between distance and port-to-port shipping costs

• Find almost zero correlation between the two

• Find a negative correlation between shipping costs and amount of trade

• Countries that trade more are serviced by more shipping companies and employ more 

efficient technology.

• Welfare gains from trade liberalization increase after taking into account endogenous 

shipping costs

• Begs the question: Why does distance reduce trade flows?



Shipping Price versus Distance between Ports

From Asturais (2018)



Shipping Price versus Distance for Los Angeles
From Asturais (2018)



Small versus Large Transportation Markets

Large transportation markets, despite being further apart on average:

• Have lower shipping costs

• Are serviced by more shipping companies

• Have greater trade flows, both overall and per shipping company

From Asturais (2018)



Zeros in Trade Data

Our focus has been on why countries trade

• Many countries don’t trade

• Zeros often ignored, but not clear they should be

Two related questions:

• Why do zeros arise?

• How to deal with them when doing quantitative/empirical work?



The Prevalence of Zeros

Uy (2015) documents several facts about zeros:

• Large number of zeros, both in trade and in FDI.

• 25% of country-pairs have zero trade

• Zeros are mostly due to small countries, not big countries

• Shows these zeros are quantitatively important for measuring gains from trade

• Considers model with both Trade and FDI in order to estimate trade costs

• FDI subject to higher fixed cost, but not to iceburg trade cost



Zeros in Trade and FDI

From Uy (2015)25% of potential relationships exhibit zero trade



Zeros in Trade and FDI

From Uy (2015)

25% of relationships are zeros, but if weight relationships by GDPs of countries, then 99% non-zeros (weighted share of 
potential export markets) for larger than average countries.  i.e. most zeros are for small countries.



Zeros in Trade and FDI

From Uy (2015)



Zeros in Trade and FDI

From Uy (2015)



Trade Growth Decomposition

From HMR (2015)

Growth in trade not due to 
elimination of zeros



Gravity with Zeros

How to deal with zeros when estimating gravity regressions?

• Standard practice used to be to ignore zeros (this is what we’ll do)

Move away from logged version?

• Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2006) show estimating logged version is problematic due to 

Jensen’s inequality which implies 𝐸 log𝑋 ≠ log 𝐸 𝑋

• Their PPML estimator generally works well even with zeros: Santos Silva and Tenreyro (2011)

Derive a Gravity regression from a model that generates zeros endogenously

• Include fixed costs in model of trade.  Will generate zeros if fixed cost is too high

• Can add a term in logged gravity equation that accounts for zeros that the model predicts


